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DIAPOR

 selling diamond tools in the Portuguese market of natural stone, 
uses the most modern technical processes for production its diamond tools, 
thus assuring constantly high quality products.

These processes, in action since 2002 with the new manufacturing building 
and the acquisition of the most technologically advanced machinery, 
allowing the Research & Development of new production techniques, 
assure us a leader position in the market.

Research, innovation, wise choice of raw materials, using of the highest 
technology and permanent quality control in all production phases, allow 
us to offer our customers the guarantee of full satisfaction.

, meeting the environmental  requirements, looks in its daily work 
to conciliate all interests involving on this mission: shareholders, staff and 
suppliers.

diamond tools
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Granite sawing in multiblade machines for manufacturing granite slabs and 
tiles is becoming more and more important.

The blades  uses for this purpose are carefully investigated and 
developed for this production process, to ensure the best results in this 
application.

Continuous developments and recent improvements in this technology, in 
cooperation with our customers and machines manufacturers, ensure that 
all blades provide the highest performance.

Our sales and technical services are gladly always at your disposal for 
advice and consultation.

DIAPOR
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for multiblade machines

tile sawblade

mm

400

300

400

500

600

ø mm L2 T/T1 X E
no. of

segments H

1200 24 6.8/6.2 12/15 5.5/5.8 80

1000 24 6.3/5.7 12/15 5.0 70 H

H

800
1200

24
24

6.8/6.2
6.8/6.2

12/15
12/15

5.5
5.5

66
80

H
H

900
1400

24
24

7.1/6.5
7.1/6.5

12/15
12/15

5.5
5.5

64
92

H*
H*

1000
1600

24
24

7.1/6.5
7.1/6.5

12/15
12/15

5.8
5.8

70
104

H
H

note: * this type is not stocked as a standard product.

scaletta

Horizontal cut for multiblade machines

The safety and inspection standards used by Diapor in manufacturing these 
tools are the same high standards as are used in the aerospace industry - 
standards which were already introduced into daily practice at Diapor 
before European safety standards came into force.

Benefits of Diapor - MBG segments in conical design:

- miminal cut deviation

- cores have better protection against stone contact

- water supply is easier

- load current consumption is reduced

- servicing requirement is reduced

- calibration station has to do less material removal.
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DIAPOR

DIAPOR step-type segments offer following advantages:

DIAPOR customer service is a major priority

 circular saw blades for granite are generally supplied with 
sandwich-type segments. Step-type segments show a step-like distribution 
of the segment sides, reducing in this way the contact between stone and 
tool.

-Angular profile shape throughout entire tool life = Straight cuts 
and full use of diamond section

-Slight flank friction = Low power consumption

-Each step is a segment = After the wearing out of a step, an 
entirely new segment step enters into action

-Minimum machine down time

-Re-tipping (straightening, tensioning, brazing) by our trained 
personnel

-Logistics at our Customer service have been optimised to ensure 
that we can go to your plant even at short notice.

The cutting of stone blocks is constantly gaining importance. The main 
advantages we can offer with our blades can be summarized as follows: 

a) High Productivity =  Smaller Nr. of Machines
b) Straight Surface =  Reduced Prod. Costs
c) Automatic operation =  Less Labour Costs
d) Clean Machine =  Employee happy

Compared with previously used frame saws and the widely used wire saws, 
the big diameter circular saw blades quickly gained the acceptance of our 
customers.

The cooperation with our customers and machine manufacturers allowed 
us to incorporate in our production routine only the improvements which 
ensure smooth and economical production flow.

the big ones for granite

blades for granite diameter 2000 .. .  3500 mm

2500 24 12.0 20 9.0 140

2000 24 10.5 20 8.0 128 **

**

2700

3000

3500

24

24

24

12.0 20 9.0 140 **

12.0 20 9.0 160 **

12.0 20 9.0 180 **

ø mm L2 T mm X E
no.

segments H

note: ** at customer's choice
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The requirements for circular saw blades in granite slab and billet 
trimming are getting harder and harder.

 circular saw blades keep up with these requirements, and are 
always manufactured to the latest state of the art.

- Low-powered machines

- Medium-to-high-powered machines of the newer generation 

- High cut quality 

- Good edge quality

- Long tool life with different granite types

 sizing segments are carefully tailored to the different materials 
used by customers.

- Good edge quality

- Low power consumption with good lateral stability

Standard cores (quality steel cores) and  Silencio Cores (low-noise) are 
available ex stock.

DIAPOR

DIAPOR circular saw blades are suitable for:

DIAPOR circular saw blades provide

DIAPOR

The benefits are:

CORES:

the small ones for granite

circular saw blades for granite diameters 300 … 500 mm

250 40 2.0 7/10/12/15 1.5 17

200 40 2.0 7/10/12/15 1.3 13 **

**

300

350

450

500

400

500

40

40

40

40

40

40

2.4 7/10/12/15 1.8 21 **

2.8

3.6

3.6

7/10/12/15

7/10/12/15

7/10/12/15

2.2

2.8

2.8

25

32

36

**

**

**

3.2

3.6

7/10/12/15

7/10/12/15

2.5

2.8

28

30

**

**

ø mm L2 T mm X E
no.of

segments H

note: ** at customer's choice
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Please bear this in mind:

= High material output = High tool costs
= Low labour and machine costs

= Low material output = low tool costs
= High Labour and machine costs  

High Perfomance

Long Life of Tools

The requirements to meet by the manufacturers of granite cutting tools 
are becoming ever harder. The trend is: faster  cheaper  quieter. 
Developments are constantly undertaken in order to satisfy these wishes.

The following Table enables the user to select himself the tool 
specification to meet these requirements; our sales service is naturally also 
available for consultation.

Blade life is dependent on the type of stone, mixture ratio of the stone 
types processed and application parameters. Granites have been divided 
into 5 different wear categories, on the basis of actual processing practice.

circular saw blades for granite and marble

block cutt ing granite and marble diameters 500 … 800 mm

500 40 3.6 10/15/20 2.8 36

500 40 3.6 10/15/20 2.8 30 **

**

600

600

700

700

40

40

40

40

4.5 10/15/20 3.5 36 **

4.5 10/15/20 3.5 42 **

5.0

5.0

10/15/20

10/15/20

4.0

4.0

40

50

**

**

ø mm L2 T mm X E
no. of

segments H

nota:    ** at customer's choice
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Diamond frame saw blades are used where there is a need for economic 
manufacture of slabs from quarried or cast marble blocks, be in the craft 
man's workshop or in an industrial plant.

Frame saw blades are supplied for machines with horizontal or vertical 
frames. Blades length depends on the frame design of the machine. Blade 
thickness and blade height have a direct influence on the blade core 
stability; it should be noted that a greater blade thickness needs greater 
cutting width of the sawing teeth, and a greater cutting width needs 
additional drive power and correspondingly heavy frame construction.

Following data must be informed when ordering, in order the optimum 
type, the number of teeth and spacing can be chosen.  

1.Manufacturer, make
2.Type
3.Motor output
4.Number of strokes
5.Stroke length

1.Downfeed / Traverse speed
2.Slab thickness
3.Average block length
4.Available coolant volume

1.Material A  - in %
2.Material B  - in %
3.Material C  - in %

L  = Total blade length1

L  = Tooth length (usually 20 mm)2

L   Spacing3

L  = Segmented length4

L  = Tooth length2

T = Tooth width
X  = Tooth height1

X = Depth of diamond section

F = Height of steel blade
E = Thickness of steel blade
S = Side clearance.

Machine data:

Operating Conditions:

Materials to be sawn:

Frame saw blade details:

Tooth dimensions:

Core dimensions:

frame saw blades for marble

diamond frame saw blades

diamond tools
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Securing of the blocks

Blocks length

Spacing

Downfeed/Traverse Speed

Cooling

Sawing

Drive power

A good securing of the block on the block frame is essential, as it means 
reduction of vibrations, less wearing out of the teeth and greater down 
feeds. 

The length of the blocks must correspond to the total segmented length of 
the blade. In case of shorter blocks it is possible to reach the same number 

2of downfeed meters, but not the same number of m /blade.

Teeth are brazed on the steel core at regular or irregular intervals. It must 
be done in order to permit an adequate  contact pressure, giving stability 
to the steel cores, and in the other hand avoiding an overloading on the 
teeth, having as a consequence the premature wearing out of the teeth.

This is an important factor in frame sawing, because determines not only 
output per hour but also the correct load on the teeth and the quality of 
the cut. Downfeed must provide enough loads on the teeth, keeping them 
sharpened and in good cutting condition. Low downfeeds would inevitably 
cause the blunting of the teeth.

Copious and well directed  coolant is of vital importance in frame sawing. 
The function of the water is not only to cool, but also to clear the slurry, 
thus reducing the teeth wear.   

When we saw always stone from the same quarry, it is possible to 
determine an optimum speed. But not when you saw successively different 
types of materials. In this case, it is necessary not only to modify the 
downfeeds but also to alternate different types of stone. 

Many of the machines in operation today are under-dimensioned if we 
compare them with the actual state of the art, in what rigidity, frame 
design, tensioning device and drive power are concerned. These 
“weaknesses” have decisive influence on blade life, on quality of cut 
(deviations) and on downfeed. Measurements of cutting loads have shown 
that the normal force reaches 60 kp (dN) per tooth with hard stone and 20 
kp (dN) with soft stone. Roughly calculated the ratio normal force to 
tangential force is 3 or 4 to 1. Starting from these basic values, with a 40 
blade fast running machine, a total normal force of 40 blades x 30 teeth x 
20 kp = 24000 kp (dN) has to be reckoned with. Assuming an average 
cutting speed of 2 m/s, with a tangential force of 5 kp (dN), this gives a 
drive power of:

40 blades x 30 teeth x 5 kp x 2 m/s
 102

= 118 kW

diamond tools



This  standard program meets with a complete range of specials 
requirements, such as:

- High productivity with long life of the blade

- Characteristics of free cutting in a large variety of types of 
marble and limestones

- Adaptable to different parameters of the machines 

Available with 7,10 and 15 mm height segments.

The cutting width is adapted to each specific application and to the 
particular characteristics of the material and machine system.

The cores are available from stock for the normal applications, or at least 
at short time.

DIAPOR

block cutting marble

circular saw blades for marble

1000 24 7.0/7.5 7/10/15 5.0 70

900 24 7.0/7.5 7/10/15 5.0 64 **

**

1200

1600

1800

2000

2200

24

24

24

24

24

7.5/8.0

8.5/9.0

9.0/9.5

9.0/9.5

9.5/10

7/10/15

7/10/15

7/10/15

7/10/15

7/12/15

5.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

8.0

80

104

120

128

132

**

**

**

**

**

ø mm L2 T mm X E
no. of

segments H

note: ** at customer's choice

Diameters from 900 up to 2200 mm

8
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DIAPOR

Advantages:

 offers a high quality of diamond wire saws for squaring raw blocks: 

- Complete wire saws for the different types of machines, injected 
moulded in plastic or in rubber.  

- Loose sintered beads

 

- High quality steel wire as carrier 

- Can be operated with all commercially available machines. 

- Customers support, servicing and consulting at your facilities.

diamond wire saws

diamond wire saws for squaring raw blocks and profiling on stat ionary machines

wire with plastic
sintered beads

wire with plastic
sintered beads

8.5
10.2
11.2

bead
diameter

mm

8.5
10.2
11.2

1.1
1.6
1.6

layer
height
mm

1.1
1.6
1.6

7
7
7

layer
length
mm

7
7
7

4
5
5

base wire
ø

mm

4
5
5

as
required

wire
length
mm

as
required

28-40
28-40
28-40

nº
of

beads

Available types:

diamond tools
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Our range of products consists of a large number of high quality 
professional diamond cutting discs for construction saws and for joint 
cutters. Core bits and segments as well as various accessories complement 
our range of products.

- Tile setters

- Roofers

- Builders and engineers

- Gardeners and landscapers

- Road builders

- Electricians and sanitary installers

We have the right product for all applications.

The main groups of users for our products are the following:

diamond cutting discs

hand held dry cutt ing, construction saws and joint  cutters

diamond tools
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Note:

Caution:

Blade life is naturally increased by the use of coolant.

When cooling water is applied, use only water protected motors with 
isolating transformer.

In both the tombstone/monument and in the building industry the demand 
for universally applicable circular saw blades is steadily increasing.

 has complied with this demand and developed circular saw blades 
that are suitable for the most widely varying fields of application and 
materials.

It was hereby assumed that dry cutting is generally required - not least 
because water protected driving machines are not normally available.

Table below gives an overview of tool dimensions and segment 
specifications analyzed by application.

Diapor

dry cutting blades

dry cutt ing

segments
dimensions

mmapplication

type eco
suitable for small, high-speed right 
angle grinders (up to 11.000 rpm) in 
natural stone working applications

type pro
suitable for small, high-speed right 
angle grinders (up to 11.000 rpm) in 
tiling, etc., where very clean cutting 
edges are essential.

diamond depth
7 mm

diamond depth
7 mm
10mm

type electroplated
application on right-angle grinders (up 
to 6.500 rpm) for cutting crystalline 
stone such as marble

dimension
ø mm

cutting
width
mm

hole
ø mm

105
230

105
230

2.0
2.4

1.7
3.0

22.2
22.2

22.2
22.2

175
230

2.2
3.4

22.2
22.2

-
-

diamond tools



Rua 8 | Zona Industrial de Rio Meão | Apartado 412 | 4524-907 Rio Meão | Portugal
Telef.: +351 256 780 400 | Fax: +351 256 780 409

www.diapor.pt | geral.pedra@diapor.pt

DIAPOR - Diamantes de Portugal, S.A.


